**Food is the nexus of society.** With food we embody our values and connect with nature. We meet our physical needs and nourish creativity and community. Each time we gather around the table, we honor the past, experience the present, and prepare for the future. The importance of thinking about the future has never been greater. Today’s planetary challenges present a call to rethink the food system that we cannot ignore. From breakthroughs in personal health monitoring to the sprouting of rooftop aquaponics, now there are unprecedented opportunities for all of us to remake the world through food. Now is your chance to make the future.

### Five innovation zones to remake the world through food

#### Make the Future!

**Gather** ideas, data, information, and a team.

**Peel** back the layers of complexity and map the network of stakeholders and potential impacts.

**Chop** through existing assumptions and move different pieces of your idea around. What new partnerships can you form? What gaps can you fill?

**Cook** your idea—let it simmer. What new flavors emerge? What’s missing? Ask others to taste your creation and then go back through the process to make it even better!

**Brought to you by:**

[IFTF.org/foodfutures](http://IFTF.org/foodfutures)
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